**Foreman - Bug #24564**

**RHVv4 will not search in provided datacenter returns all VMs**

08/08/2018 11:58 AM - Shira Maximov
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### Description

Cloned from [https://bugzilla.redhat.com/show_bug.cgi?id=1613740](https://bugzilla.redhat.com/show_bug.cgi?id=1613740)

### Description of problem:

**Version-Release number of selected component (if applicable):**
Build :Satellite 6.3.0 snap16

### How reproducible:

**Steps to Reproduce:**
1. On RHV have two DC, 1 with Vms and other one empty
2. Create a RHV compute resource with APIv4 selected and empty DC
3. Go to Compute resource -> VM tab

### Actual results:
It listed all the VM's from other DC

### Expected results:
It should only list VM present under the DC it was configured to and not all DC's

### Additional info:
DC = Datacenter

### Associated revisions

Revision b6406cd7 - 08/30/2018 05:55 PM - Ori Rabin
Fixes #24564, #24746 - bump version of fog-ovirt

Now clusters shown for ovirt are only those in the datacenter. Associate VMs for API v4 was fixed by changing filter to only add pagination when needed.

### History

**#1 - 08/14/2018 01:29 PM - Shira Maximov**
- Assignee set to Shira Maximov
- Status changed from New to Assigned

**#2 - 08/28/2018 12:02 PM - Shira Maximov**
- Pull request [https://github.com/fog/fog-ovirt/pull/35](https://github.com/fog/fog-ovirt/pull/35) added
#3 - 08/30/2018 03:36 PM - The Foreman Bot
- Status changed from Assigned to Ready For Testing
- Pull request https://github.com/theforeman/foreman/pull/6015 added

#4 - 08/30/2018 06:01 PM - Ori Rabin
- Status changed from Ready For Testing to Closed

Applied in changeset b6406cd7395e2d62f51949ef50948bcd97eaae79.

#5 - 08/30/2018 07:34 PM - Anonymous
- Fixed in Releases 1.20.0 added